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Abstract— Multiple face tracking plays a key role in ap-
plications related to security-surveillance, human-computer
interactions, video indexing etc. Existing literature in face
tracking has mainly focused on facial features from a detec-
tion/recognition viewpoint. On the other hand, we believe
that reasoning with detected/tracked face regions has a
strong role in multiple face tracking. We propose a reasoning
scheme that binds face localization (motion and mean-shift)
and detection (Ada-Boost with Haar features) for tracking
multiple faces in image sequences. The reasoning procedure
identifies the cases of face isolation (unoccluded), group-
ing/occlusions, detection/tracking failure, entry/exitand re-
appearance of faces. Instantiation of these cases are used as
cues in selective update of the facial features. Additionally,
we maintain a Normalized Face Cluster Set (NFCS) to
capture the appearance modes for varying facial poses.
These cluster sets are further used in discriminating new
faces from the existing ones while restoring the tracks of the
later. Experimental validation on four video sequences has
shown significant tracking performance under occlusions.
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1. Introduction
Videos with human participants are often referred by the

actors’ names who in turn are identified by their faces. It is
often required to extract the trajectories of such faces from
visual input (videos or image streams) for a wide range
of applications like security-surveillance (face loggingof
visitors), face based video indexing (making a video brows-
able through face content), human-computer interactions
(locating and tracking multiple users in front of camera) etc.
and thus, multiple face tracking plays a central role in such
applications. Note that this is a sub-case of the more general
problem of multiple object tracking. Existing literature in
(multiple) object tracking is huge and a nice overview of
the same can be found in [1], [2].

Existing works in multiple face tracking have gener-
ally focused on appearance features for single face detec-
tion/tracking, the most common being the color distributions
learned from skin pixels. Color features of moving skin
patches have been used to identify and track facial regions
using particle filters in [3]. A dominance weighing scheme
is proposed in [4] where skin pixels are assigned larger
weights for enhancing the performance of color based face

trackers. Cues obtained from feature point correspondences
(optical flow) and probabilistic face detection are combined
in a Bayesian framework for tracking faces in [5]. Motion
cues have also been used in [6] where a multi-scale elastic
matching based optical flow algorithm is proposed for track-
ing faces. More complex approaches involving Relevance
Vector Machines (RVM) and boosted learning [7]; dynamic
Bayesian networks for occlusion handling [8] and hidden
Markov models [9] have also been proposed for detecting
and tracking multiple faces. Additionally, a post-processing
method using Earth Mover’s Distance based K-NN classifier
[10] is proposed to discriminate true face tracks from the
outliers.

The goal of this work is to develop a case based reasoning
scheme for tracking multiple faces using appearance and
motion features. The proposed approach is based on a
non-evanescence assumption on the faces and that their
deformations are continuous. The faces are initially detected
by using Haar feature based classifiers [11] and are localized
in subsequent frames (Sub-section 2.1) by motion prediction
initialized mean-shift iterations [12]. The correspondences
between the tracked and detected face regions are estab-
lished by computing fractional overlaps which lead to the
identification of a set of events (Sub-section 2.3). Our work
aims at detecting and handling the following events while
tracking multiple faces under occlusions.

• Isolated, unoccluded and well tracked faces
• Track loss and disappearance of faces
• Face grouping
• Entry/Exit and Reappearance of faces

The extracted face regions in a certain track are clus-
tered to capture the appearance modes obtained for varying
facial poses which are used for face track restorations
(Sub-section 2.2). Our algorithm makes no constraining
assumptions regarding the facial appearance and motion
features, camera parameters, scene background model etc.
and demonstrates that only reasoning applied on a set of
easily computable event predicates leads to an efficient
multiple face tracking system. Some salient strengths of the
proposed scheme are the following.

(a) Ability to distinguish a variety of problem situations
using computationally simple event predicates.

(b) Using the above information to decide on the advisabil-
ity of feature updates.

(c) Inherent ability of recognizing failure situations, should



they occur.
(d) Ability to automatic track restoration at a later time
(e) No constraining assumptions related to face appear-

ance/motion or camera/environment models.
The proposed approach for multiple face tracking (Sec-

tion 2) is described next.

2. Multiple Face Tracking
We have used the Haar feature based face detectors [11]

(available with OpenCV [13]) to segment the regions of
left/right profile or frontal faces in the image sequence.
However, these detectors are extremely sensitive to the facial
pose. Thus, although they are very accurate in detecting
faces in left/right profile or frontal faces, they fail when
the facial pose changes. It is also not practical to use a
lot of detectors, each tuned to different face orientationsas
that would lead to both high memory and processor usage.
Thus, a detection reduced to a local neighborhood search
guided by face features is advantageous to satisfy real-time
constraints. Such a necessity is achieved by the procedure
of tracking. We initialize the tracker with a face detection
success, continue tracking where detection fails (due to facial
pose variations) and update the target face features at times
when the detectors succeed during the frame presence of the
face.

Tracking algorithms constitute schemes for “object rep-
resentation” and a procedure for “inter-frame object region
correspondence” [1]. Additionally, a “reasoning” method is
required for handling different trackers in cases involving
multiple objects [2]. We next describe the proposed face
region representation/localization schemes (Sub-section 2.1)
and the adopted methodology of reasoning for tracking
multiple faces (Sub-section 2.3).

2.1 Face Representation and Tracking
A set of facial features are initially computed from the face

region detected by one of the profile/frontal face detectors
and are updated whenever the face is detected next, isolated
from other detected/tracked face regions. We use the face
bounding rectangle, motion history, color distribution and a
mixture model learned on normalized face appearances as
features for representing the face.

The location of the faceF in the image is identified
by the face bounding rectangleBR(F ) with sides paral-
lel to image axes. We use a second order motion model
(constant jerk), continuously updated from the3 consecu-
tive centroid positions ofBR(F ). Using this model, The
centroidal positionĈt(F ) at thetth instant is predicted as
Ĉt(F ) = 2.5Ct−1(F ) − 2Ct−2(F ) + 0.5Ct−3(F ). The
color distribution H(F ) of the face F is computed as
a normalized color histogram, position weighted by the
Epanechnikov kernel supported over the maximal elliptical
region BE(F ) (centered atC(F )) inscribed in BR(F )
[12]. Mean-shift iterations initialized from the motion model

predicted position converge to localize the target face region
in the current image. The mean-shift tracking algorithm
maximizes the Bhattacharya co-efficient between the target
color distributionH(F ) and the color distribution computed
from the localized region at each step of the iterations. The
maximum Bhattacharya co-efficient obtained after the mean-
shift tracker convergence is used as the tracking confidence
tc(F ) of the faceF [12]. We combine this color based
representation with an appearance model to encode the
structural information of the face. The RGB image region
within BR(F ) is first resized and then converted to a
q × q monochrome image which is further normalized by
its brightest pixel intensity to form the normalized face
imagenF of the faceF . The normalization is performed to
make the face image independent of illumination variations
(Figure 1).

Fig. 1: Illustrating the face representation scheme. We use the
bounding rectangleBR(F ) of the faceF , its second order motion
model, the position weighted color distributionH(F ) computed
using the Epanechnikov kernel supported over the maximal ellipse
in BR(F ). The normalized face images obtained due to the facial
pose variations are clustered to obtain theNormalized Face Cluster
Set(NFCS(F )).

2.2 Normalized Face Cluster Set
During the course of tracking, a person appears with

various facial poses. We propose to cluster the normalized
faces obtained from the different facial poses to learn the
modes of his/her appearances thereby forming aNormalized
Face Cluster Set(NFCS(F ), henceforth). The normalized
face imagenF is re-arranged in a row-major format to
generate thed = q×q dimensional feature vectorX(nF ). To
achieve computational gain, we assume that the individual
dimensions of the feature vector are un-correlated and hence,
a diagonal co-variance matrix is sufficient to approximate
the spread of the component Gaussians. A distribution over
these feature vectors is approximated by learning a variant
of the Gaussian mixture models where we construct a set of
normalized face clusters.

TheNFCS with K clusters is given by the setNFCS =
{(µr, σr, πr); r = 1, . . . K}, whereµr, σr are the respective



mean and standard deviation vectors of therth cluster and
the weighing parameterπr is the fraction of the total number
of normalized face vectors belonging to therth cluster. The
NFCS initializes withµ1 = X(nF1) and an initial standard
deviation vectorσ1 = σinit andπ1 = 1.0.

Let there beKl−1 clusters in theNFCS until the process-
ing of the vectorX(nFl−1). We define the belongingness
function Br(u) for the uth dimension of therth cluster as
Br(u) given by,

Br(u) =

{

1; |X(nFl)[u]− µr[u]| ≤ λσr[u]

0; Otherwise
(1)

λ being typically chosen between2.5 − 5.0 (Chebyshev’s
inequality [14]). The vectorX(nFl) is considered to belong
to therth cluster if,

d
∑

u=1

Br(u) ≥ (1− ηmv)d (2)

where ηmv ∈ (0, 1) such thatηmv × d denotes the upper
limit of tolerance on the number of membership violations
in the normalized face vector. IfX(nFl) belongs to therth

cluster, then its parameters are updated as,

πr ← (1− αl)πr + αl (3)

σ2
r [u] ← (1− βr(l, u))[σ

2
r [u] + βr(l, u)D

2
lr[u]] (4)

µr[u] ← µr[u] + βr(l, u)Dlr[u] (5)

where αl = 1
l
, βr(l, u) = αlBr(u)

πr

and Dlr[u] =
X(nFl)[u] − µr[u]. For all other clustersr′ 6= r, the mean
and standard deviation vectors remain unchanged while the
cluster weightπr′ is penalized asπr′ ← (1 − αl)πr′ .
However, ifX(nFl) is not found to belong to any existing
cluster, a new cluster is formed (Kl = Kl−1 + 1) with
its mean vector asX(nFl), standard deviation vector as
σinit and weight1

l
; the weights of the existing clusters are

penalized as mentioned before.
It is worth noting that the parameter updates in equation 5

match the traditional Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) learn-
ing [14]. In GMMs, all the dimensions of the mean vector
are updated with the incoming data vector. However, here we
update the mean and standard deviation vector dimensions
selectively with membership checking to resist the fading
out of the mean images. Hence, we call theNFCS as a
variant of the mixture of Gaussians. Figure 1 shows a few
mean images of the normalized face clusters learned from
the tracked face sequences of the subject.

2.3 Handling Multiple Faces
Tracking multiple faces is not merely the implementation

of multiple trackers but a reasoning scheme that binds the
individual face trackers to act according to problem case

based decisions. For example, consider the case of tracking
a face which gets occluded by another object. A straight
through tracking approach will try to establish correspon-
dences even when the target face disappears in the image
due to complete occlusion by some scene object leading to
tracking failure. A reasoning scheme, on the other hand, will
identify the problem situation of the disappearance due to the
occlusion of the face and will accordingly wait for the face
to reappear by freezing the concerned tracker. Our approach
to multiple face tracking proposes a reasoning scheme to
identify the cases of face grouping/isolation along with the
scene entry/exit of new/existing faces.

The process of reasoning is performed over three sets, viz.
the sets ofactive, passiveanddetectedfaces. The active set
Fa(t) consists of the faces that are well tracked until thetth

instant. On the other hand, the passive setFp(t) contains the
objects for which either the system has lost track or are not
visible in the scene. The set of detected facesFd(t) contains
the faces detected in thetth frame. The system initializes
itself with empty active/passive/detected face sets and the
objects are added or removed accordingly as they enter or
leave the field of view. During the process of reasoning, the
objects are often switched between the active and passive
sets as the track is lost or restored. We start the process
of reasoning at thetth frame based on the active/passive
face sets available from the(t − 1)th instant. The faces
in the active set are first localized with motion prediction
initialized mean-shift trackers (Sub-section 2.1. We compute
the extent of overlap between the tracked face regions from
the active set and the detected face regions to identify the
isolation/grouping state of the faces. The reasoning scheme
based on the tracked-detected region overlaps is described
next.

Consider the case wherem faces are detected (Fd =
{dFj ; j = 1 . . .m}) while n faces were actively tracked
till the last frame (Fa = {aFi; i = 1 . . . n}). To analyze
the correspondence between the tracked face region and the
detected face area, we define the fractional overlap between
the facesF1 andF2 as

γ(F1, F2) =
|BR(F1) ∩BR(F2)|

|BR(F1)|
(6)

which signify the fraction of the bounding rectangle of
F1 overlapped with that ofF2. We consider the actively
tracked faceaFi and the detected facedFj to have significant
overlap, if either of their fractional overlap with the other
crosses a certain thresholdηad (equation 8).

Overlaps(aFi, dFj) ⇒ [γ(aFi, dFj) ≥ ηad] (7)

∨ [γ(dFj , aFi) ≥ ηad]

Let Sdf (i) denote the set of detected faces which has
significant overlap with the faceaFi in the active set and



Saf (j) represent the set of faces in the active set which has
significant overlap with the detected facedFj (equation 10).

Sdf (i) = {dFk : [dFk ∈ Fd] (8)

∧ Overlaps(aFi, dFk)}

Saf (j) = {aFr : [aFr ∈ Fa] (9)

∧ Overlaps(aFr, dFj)}

Based on the cardinalities of these sets associated with
either of aFi/dFj and the tracking confidencetc(aFi),
we identify the following situations during the process of
tracking.

• Isolation and Feature Update – The face aFi

is considered to be isolated if it does not overlap
with any other face in the active set, i.e.∀r 6=
i¬Overlaps(aFi, aFr); aFi, aFr ∈ Fa. Under this
condition of isolation of the tracked face, we update
its features if there exists a pair (aFi, dFk) which
significantly overlap only with each other and none
else, i.e. ∃kOverlaps(aFi, dFk) ∧ [|Sdf (i)| = 1] ∧
[|Saf (k)| = 1]. In such a case, we are confident about
the face boundaries on account of the face detection
success and thus the color distribution and the motion
features ofaFi are updated from the associated (de-
tected) facedFk.

• Face Grouping – The face is considered to be in
a group (e.g. multiple persons with overlapping face
regions) if the bounding rectangles of the tracked faces
overlap. In such a case, even if a single detected face
dFk is associated toaFi, we are not confident about the
correspondence on account of multiple overlaps. Thus,
in this case we only update the motion model ofaFi

based on its currently tracked position.
• Detection and/or Tracking Failure – This is the case

where due to facial pose variations, we fail to detect
the presence of the face in the image. However, if
the face aFi is tracked well (tc(aFi) ≥ ηtc), we
update only the motion model ofaFi. In absence of
a confident face detection, we are not sure about the
exact face boundaries and hence the color distribution
is not updated. However, in case of both detection
and tracking failure,aFi is not associated with any
detected face and the tracking confidence also drops
below the threshold (ηtc). In this case, we consideraFi

to disappear from the scene (equation 11) and transfer
it from Fa to Fp.

Disappears(aFi) ⇒ [|Sdf (i)| = 0] (10)

∧ [tc(aFi) < ηtc]

• New Face Identification – A new face in the scene
does not overlap with any of the the bounding rect-

angles of the existing (tracked) faces. Thus,dFj is
considered a new face ifSaf (j) is a null set.

NewFace(dFj)⇒ |Saf (j)| = 0 (11)

Note that, the system might lose track of an exist-
ing face whose re-appearance is also detected as the
occurrence of a new one. Hence, the newly detected
face region is normalized first and checked against the
NFCS of the faces inFp using the belongingness
criterion outlined in Equation 2. If a match is found, the
track of the corresponding face is restored by moving
it from Fp to Fa and its color and motion features
are re-initialized from the newly detected face region.
However, if no matches are found, a new face is added
toFa whose color and motion features are learned from
the newly detected face region.

During the course of multiple object tracking, the faces in
the active set are identified in one of the above situations and
the feature update or active to passive set transfer decisions
are taken accordingly. By reasoning with these conditions,
we initialize new trackers as new faces enter the scene and
destroy them as the faces disappear.

3. Results
The proposed methodology is tested offline on the fol-

lowing 4 different sets of image sequences from the movies
“300” (624 images) and “Sherlock Holmes” (840 images),
“House” TV Series, Season7 (495 images) and a sequence
of 1116 images recorded in the lab with a webcam. We
have empirically chosen the fractional overlap threshold as
ηfo = 0.1, the tracking confidence threshold asηtc = 0.6.
The results of multiple object tracking in these videos are
shown in figure 2. The proposed approach for multiple face
tracking is implemented on a single core1.6 GHz Intel
Pentium-4 PC with semi-optimized coding and operates at
13.33 FPS (face detection stage included).
Performance Analysis– We present an object centric per-
formance analysis by manually inspecting the surveillance
log for computing the average rates of tracking precision and
track switches. A tracker initialized over a certain face may
eventually lose it on account of occlusions and may switch
track to some other face(s) until an exit event. We consider
the tracking to be successful if the localized region has a
non-zero overlap with the actual face region in the image.
Consider the case of a tracker with a life span ofT frames,
of which for the firstTtrk frames, the tracker successfully
tracks the same face over which it is initialized and then
successively switches track toNswitch number of (different)
faces(s) during the remainingT −Ttrk frames. Thetracking
precisionof an individual object is then defined asTtrk

T
and

the average tracking precision computed over the entire set
of extracted faces is called theTracking Success Ratefor
the entire video. In the same line, theTracker Failure Rate
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Fig. 2: Results of multiple face tracking under occlusions. (a)-(e) Movie300 and (f)-(j) TV SeriesHouse, Season7 – The faces are
relatively unoccluded and tracked across the frames. (k)-(o) MovieSherlock Holmes– The face marked with the pink bounding rectangle
undergoes partial and full occlusion and is successfully tracked as it reappears. (p)-(t) Multiple faces are tracked under heavy occlusions
on an image sequence recorded in the lab environment. Note the tracking performance for partial hiding to complete occlusion and
re-appearance of the face marked with the yellow bounding box.

Table 1:Performance analysis of multiple face tracking.
Tracking Tracker Tracker
Success Failure Re-initialization

300 85.10% 1.00 0.40
Figure 2(a)-(e)

House Season7 87.80% 0.33 0.00
Figure 2(f)-(j)

Sherlock Holmes 91.52% 0.40 0.40
Figure 2(k)-(o)
Lab Sequence 81.20% 0.50 0.67
Figure 2(p)-(t)

is evaluated as the average number of track switches over
the entire set of extracted objects. After a track switch from
the Ttrk + 1 frame onwards, a different tracker may pick
up the trail of this object through a track switch from some
other face or through the initialization of a new tracker –
let there beNreinit number of tracker re-initializations on
some face region. TheTracker Re-initialization Rate is
defined as the average number of tracker re-initializations
per face computed over the entire set of extracted faces.
The performance of our tracking algorithm with respect to
these measures are presented in table 1 .

4. Conclusion

We have proposed an algorithm for multiple face tracking
through intelligent reasoning with a set of computationally
simple event predicates. A face region is initially detected
in one of left/right profile or frontal pose using Haar
feature based boosted classifiers and is tracked in sub-
sequent frames using motion prediction initialized mean-
shift iterations. The tracked face regions belonging to a
particular subject are normalized (to avoid illumination
effects) and clustered to discover the appearance modes
in various facial poses. The reasoning is performed by
analyzing the fractional overlaps between tracked and de-
tected face regions to identify a particular face in one of
the states of isolation (no occlusion), grouping (with other
faces), disappearance (near complete occlusions) or track
loss and re-appearance/entry/exit. The proposed approach
is not restricted by any camera or environment specific
assumptions and thus performs satisfactorily in relatively
unconstrained environments.

A natural extension to this work lies in improving the
performance of the individual components – first, use of
generalized face detectors (not restricted to full frontalor
left/right profile pose); second, combining kernel based color



chromaticity distribution trackers with facial appearance
modes ofNFCS for improved performance under occlu-
sions. This work has a number of applications in the fields
of home entertainment, security surveillance and in indexing
large video data sets. Multiple face tracking followed by time
stamped face data logging has huge importance in the field of
security surveillance for analyzing people traffic patterns in
large buildings. Similarly, videos connected through similar
faces (identified using matchingNFCS) can be used as a
cue for fast search in video databases, whether in the field of
personal home video albums (small databases) or a storage
of broadcast videos or collection of movies (very large
databases). Integration of such indexing systems, coupled
with language labels assigned to face tracks will lead to
easily browsable videos where multiple face tracking will
play a central role.
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